You are going to watch two videos that address what people may expect from their
future lives, mainly from a professional perspective, which can impact on their
personal lives as well.
1- Read all statements below and tick✓ column ‘Me’ to the ones that you identify
with.
2- Watch the first video and tick✓ column ‘ V1’, according to what you watch.
3- Watch the second video and tick✓ column ‘ V2’, according to what you watch.
Here are the sentences:
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01.Some people dream of getting a scholarship in a nice university.
02.It is wise to follow more experienced people’s advice, except when it
does not apply to you.
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03.There are some people who want to earn an associate degree before
going to university.
04.Following opportunity, not passion, is a good way to succeed
professionally.
05.Being passionate about your job does not necessarily mean you are
going to be successful.
06.I need to apply for an affordable institution.
07.My dream job includes helping people.
08.People should focus passion on their hobbies or leisure activities, not
on their jobs.
09.People should not pursue their dream jobs.
10.I want to be a cyber-security expert.
11.Persistence and encouragement are some of the key factors to reach
your dream jobs.
12.Following your passions to get a good job may not lead you too far.

An associate’s degree is a two-year college degree from a community college, university, college, or career
school. Associate's degrees are normally earned with about sixty college credits, including general education
courses, electives, and courses required toward a specific college major. Most associate's degrees are awarded in
business, health, engineering, information technology or early childhood education, and may include an
Associate of the Arts degree, Associate of Science degree, or an Associate of Applied Science degree. The
recipient of an associate's degree can then transfer the credits toward a four year, bachelor's degree program.
Read more: h
 ttp://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/associate-s-degree.html retrieved on April 24, 2018.
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